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(see Figure 1). These asymmetries are likely produced by a
variety of physical processes such as magnetohydrodynamical
turbulence,30 grain growth beyond centimeter sizes,19 planet
formation, and gravitational instabilities.31 These spatial
structures immediately show that protoplanetary disks are not
static systems, but are subject to strong dynamical changes on a
time scale of several million years.12

The advent of sensitive infrared and (sub)millimeter
spectroscopic observations enabled the discovery of thermal
emission and scattered light from dust particles. In addition, a
first inventory of atomic and molecular species has been
provided, ranging from molecular hydrogen to water and more
complex molecules such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs).32−34 At the same time, comprehensive chemical
models for protoplanetary disks have been developed by a
number of research groups (see Table 3), taking into account
the wide range of radiation fields (UV and/or X-rays),
temperatures (10 to several 1000 K), and hydrogen number
densities (104−1012 cm−3). The combination of astronomical
observations with advanced disk physical and chemical models
has provided first constraints on the thermal structure and
molecular composition of protoplanetary disks orbiting young
stars of various temperatures and masses.35−39 These models
have demonstrated that the chemistry in disks is mostly
regulated by their temperature and density structure, and stellar
and interstellar radiation fields as well as cosmic rays.40−49 A
special feature of protoplanetary disks is the very low
temperatures in the outer midplane regions, leading to a
considerable freeze-out of molecules.50,51 At the same time,
chemistry, together with grain evolution, regulates the
ionization structure of disks,43,52−56 and, thereby, influences
the magnetically driven transport of mass and angular
momentum.57 This means that disk chemistry and the physical
structure of disks are ultimately linked. The impact of radial
and/or vertical transport processes and dust evolution on disk
chemical composition has been thoroughly theoretically
investigated,54,58−68 and the predictions are being observatio-
nally confirmed.

Figure 1. Near-IR scattered light image of the protoplanetary disk
around the Herbig Ae star MWC 758 obtained with the Subaru
telescope by the Strategic Exploration of Exoplanets and Disks
(SEEDS) collaboration. Reprinted with permission from ref 18.
Copyright 2013 American Astronomical Society.

Figure 2. Sketch of the physical and chemical structure of a ∼1−5 Myr old protoplanetary disk around a Sun-like star.
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Protoplanetary disk chemistry: 
Temperature and radiation gradients 
should produce molecular rings

[Henning & Semenov 2014]



Planet formation efficiencies and bulk compositions:

The prebiotic potential of nascent planets:

Importance of Disk Chemistry for Planets

Probes of disk temperature, density, radiation and ionization



Molecular emission as tools to 
characterize disks

Temperature: HNC/HCN [Graninger+ in prep.]	


Radiation: CN/HCN [Guzman+ in prep.]	


Ionization: HCO+, H13CO+, DCO+, N2H+, H2D+ [Öberg+ 2011, Chapillon+ 
2011, Cleeves+ 2014]

Photon Dominated Chemistry e.g.	

HCN + UV → CN + H

Molecular zone with ion-neutral chemistry:	

CO, HCN, HNC, HCO+

Freeze-out in midplane e.g.	

CO + gr → CO:gr



HNC/HCN: a thermometer?

[Schilke+ 1992, Graninger+ 2013]
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A HNC ring in TW Hya

[Graninger+ in prep.]



CN/HCN: a UV 
photonmeter?

[Jonkheid+2007, Öberg, Qi+ 2011, Guzman+ in prep.]

HCN + UV → CN + H 



The water snowline in the Solar Nebula
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Icy grains should form planets faster
Icy grains are stickier than bare grains.	


Volatile molecules (except for H2) are ~2-3 times more abundant 
than silicate grains 	


Pressure bumps may trap material around the snowline	


Coldfinger effects: turbulence brings vapor into the cold regions 
where it gets trapped

Accretion

[e.g. Ciesla & Cuzzi 2006, Chiang+ 2010, Ros & Johansen 2013]



Expect a Series of Snowlines outside of 
the H2O Snowline



Infrared telescopes enable direct observations 
of interstellar ices 
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[Boogert+, Pontoppidan+ Öberg+ 2008, Bottinelli+ 2010]



Protostellar Ice Compositions:	

H2O, CO, CO2 and trace species

[Öberg+ 2011c]



Condensation lines change the gas-phase 
and solid elemental ratios 

Assuming interstellar molecular 
abundances, C/O~1 between 
the CO2 and CO snowlines.	


If a gas giant accretes the core 
from solids and envelope from 
gas, C/O~1 in the atmosphere, 
assuming no planetesimal 
pollution or core dredging.

[Öberg, Murray-Clay & Bergin 2011]



Direct (sub-)Millimeter Imaging of CO

[Andrews+ 2011]

Freeze-out in midplane e.g.	

CO + gr → CO:gr

TW Hya, CO J=3-2

Expected CO 
midplane snow line 



Chemical effects of CO freeze-out

T > COfreeze-out
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ALMA observations of the CO snowline

[Qi, Öberg+ 2013]



CO snow line radius implications for 
the Solar System

CO snow line

CO snow line is outside of Ice Giant formation zone according 
to Nice model	


Some comets and Kuiper belt objects should have formed 
from CO-ice grains

[Tsiganis+ 2005, Gomes+ 2005]



Ice chemistry and delivery of volatile organic 
material to rocky planets

~4 AU ~10 AU ~30 AU



Ice chemistry and delivery of volatile organic 
material to rocky planets

~4 AU ~10 AU ~30 AU



Ice Chemistry
0.  Grain surface atom addition reactions  (10-20 K)

1. Ice dissociation  (All T)

I1. Radical diffusion + recombination   (25+ K)

I1I. Ice desorption   (10-200 K)

CH3OH HCOOH

HCOOHHCOOCH3



Direct constraints on organic ice  
chemistry in disks?

[after Bergin]

Freeze-out in midplane e.g.	

CO + gr → CO:gr	


CO:gr → H2CO:gr, CH3OH:gr, COM:gr	

X:gr → X (to be observable)



H2CO model predictions suggest ‘simple’ test 
for chemical origin of observed molecules

[Loomis+ in prep.]

CO snowline



HD 163296 
H2CO with 
ALMA:	

It’s ring!

[Öberg+ in prep.]



Chemical Rings and Planet Formation
Snowlines can regulate planet formation, and their locations can be 
probed with ALMA observations of trace molecules.	

HNC, HCN, CN and molecular ions can probe disk 	

temperature, radiation and ionization fields.	

Deuterium fractionation can date volatiles and 	

with ALMA we can probe it in situ in disks.	

H2CO in disks forms through ice 	

chemistry → active organic ice 	

formation during planet formation


